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If you've read the story, can you leave a review. My goal is to write cute, entertaining romances that deal
with serious subject matter and are emotionally touching. Please let me know if I've succeeded in doing this.
:)

UPLOADED RECENTLY REVISED VERSION: JANUARY 21, 2015
I did another spell check as well and eliminated any incorrect words that I didn't catch before (for instance,
spelling the word "they're" as "there".
I eliminated all awkward-sounding metaphors, similes and other phrases, so the word count is less than what
it was before (about 33,000).

I will continue to do revisions on this story (and others) on a regular basis just to make sure they are as
readable and as enjoybable as I can get them.

This romance is about Dailene Madwick and Courtney Wellersby. Like Angelo Cloister and Rita Maples (in
"Lotto Love for the Girl), Dailene and Courtney live in the (fictional) town of Sweetheart. Dailene works at
an agency that employs ex-convicts who want a new start in life; she also owns a convenience store/gas
station called "The Quick Cup Pick Up". After months of trying to help Courtney find a job, Dailene finally
hires him to work for her at her at "The Quick Cup".

Courtney is an ex-con who has a hard-knock life. His mother was a prostitute who neglected him and
allowed him to be abused. She also inadvertently led him into a life of crime.

Dailene's mother is a woman who -throughout Dailene's growing up - had a penchant for dating men who
engaged in criminal behavior. Doing so put her daughter's safety and well-being at risk. Because of this,
Dailene has a hard time trusting Courtney; but at the same time, she wants to help him because she sees
something good in him.

"Courtney's Key" is similar to "Wherever I Go" in that it involves a male protagonist who wound up living a
hard life on the streets. It is about 35,000 words long.

(January 21, 2015. I re-read this recent upload multiple times to make sure it was error and typo free.
Amazon Spell Check recently detected no misspelled words.)

"Courtney's Key" is not what people refer to as a "hood novel". While it is about two so-called "African-
Americans" (the hero and the heroine) it is NOT about "urban life": there are no gang wars, shoot outs,
overly-descriptive sex, etc. "Courtney's Key" is a genuine romance, with

I did everything in my power to make sure there were no character or plot inconsistencies. I read the story to
make sure that any lingering inconsistencies would not disrupt the flow of the story.

Not trying to brag, but I am really proud of this story. I'm mostly proud of the writing and all of the time I
spent editing and re-editing and making sure that the story is worthy of being uploaded onto Amazon.
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From reader reviews:

Victoria Williams:

As people who live in typically the modest era should be change about what going on or details even
knowledge to make these keep up with the era which can be always change and make progress. Some of you
maybe will certainly update themselves by studying books. It is a good choice for yourself but the problems
coming to an individual is you don't know which one you should start with. This Courtney's Key is our
recommendation to help you keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and want in
this era.

Charline Fendley:

This Courtney's Key tend to be reliable for you who want to certainly be a successful person, why. The
reason of this Courtney's Key can be on the list of great books you must have is actually giving you more
than just simple reading food but feed a person with information that might be will shock your previous
knowledge. This book will be handy, you can bring it almost everywhere and whenever your conditions
throughout the e-book and printed types. Beside that this Courtney's Key forcing you to have an enormous of
experience such as rich vocabulary, giving you demo of critical thinking that we realize it useful in your day
task. So , let's have it and revel in reading.

Jeffrey Nathanson:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With reading through you can
get a lot of information that may give you benefit in your life. With book everyone in this world can share
their idea. Ebooks can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their reader with their story or
even their experience. Not only situation that share in the guides. But also they write about the information
about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your children,
there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors nowadays always try to improve their proficiency
in writing, they also doing some study before they write to their book. One of them is this Courtney's Key.

Katrice Fredericksen:

The reserve with title Courtney's Key posesses a lot of information that you can learn it. You can get a lot of
help after read this book. This book exist new expertise the information that exist in this publication
represented the condition of the world right now. That is important to yo7u to know how the improvement of
the world. That book will bring you inside new era of the syndication. You can read the e-book on the smart
phone, so you can read it anywhere you want.
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